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INSTRUCTIONAL COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING AND REVIEW (CPPR)  

Only to be completed by those programs scheduled for the year according to the institutional 
comprehensive planning cycle for instructional programs (i.e., every four years for CTE programs and 
five years for all other instructional programs), which is produced by the Office of Academic Affairs.   
 
Program:  Cooperative Work Experience (AKA: CWE, Work Experience, WEXP) 
Planning Year:  2013-14 (doing off-cycle/early to accommodate the separation of the program from the 
WED&CP planning documents)  
Last Year CPPR Completed:  2011-12 Next Scheduled CPPR:  2017-18 (complete Sp 2017) 
Unit:  Workforce Economic Development & Community Programs (WED & CP)  
Cluster:  Workforce Economic Development 

 

NARRATIVE:  INSTRUCTIONAL CPPR  

Please use the following narrative outline: 
 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

A. General Description about the Program 

 Description: Cooperative Work Experience Education is a statewide, national, & 
international program created to help students increase their knowledge, skills and dedication in 
the world of work. In addition to earning units, the core of the program is learning to create and 
achieve specific, realistic, and attainable learning objectives related to the workplace and future 
career goals. These tools assist in forming a collaborative partnership between the employer, the 
student, and Cuesta College 

 Program Mission:  The mission of the Cooperative Work Experience is to provide 
participants with opportunities for improved employability, job sustainability and promote-ability 
through on-the-job learning within an academic structure. 

 History of the program:  Cooperative Work Experience (CWE) AKA Work Experience 
(WEXP) 

 
The Cooperative Work Experience program at Cuesta College has been offered continuously 
from 1975 to the present. The following is a reverse timeline of the program evolution: 
 

 2012-2013:  
 Program policies and procedures overhauled (continuing evolution) to accommodate 

Title 5, District Plan, increased accountability and goal of increasing meaningful 
program/student learning outcome achievement. 

 Program and Student Learning Outcomes significantly revised to better reflect 
measurable outcomes. Assessment completed Spring 2012, leading to real program 
improvement efforts: 

 Increased emphasis and assistance with identifying and writing individual 
learning objectives. 

 More clearly defined grading criteria developed and implemented Sp 2013 
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 Several courses discontinued as they have not been used since change to State Ed code 
and the addition of BUS Ed co-requisite course. 

 With the elimination of most of the other WEXP courses offered through WED&CP, the 
CWE, Cooperative Work Experience moniker will transition to WEXP, Work Experience. 
Any remaining non-Coop WEXP courses will receive a new course designation which 
should help avoid the confusion that has existed for years.  

 2011-12:  Program policies and procedures overhauled (continuing evolution) to 
accommodate Title 5, District Plan, increased accountability and goal of increasing 
meaningful program/student learning outcome achievement.  

 Spring 2010 Program was moved back under the umbrella of WED&CP and the office 
moved into Career Connections. New District Education Plan approved. Coordinator position 
was re-written to serve as Work Experience Coordinator with expanded duties in Career 
Connections and other WED&CP/Work Experience functions. Faculty functions were 
removed.  

 2009 Workshops offered under the umbrella of WEXP 151 and 252 were replaced by a .5 
unit co-requisite: BUS 170-179 (later expanded to include BUS 181, 182 and 183) 

 2008 Cuesta College officially changes numbering system to align with California 
State Universities and University of California systems. The following Work 
Experience numbers were changed: WRKEXP 51 changed to WEXP 151 

 WRKEXP 51L changed to WEXP 151L 
 WRKEXP 52 changed to WEXP 252 
 WRKEXP 52L changed to WEXP 252L 

 2007 Program curriculum updated and approved by the Board of Trustees to comply 
with the new Title V State guidelines eliminating the 7.0 unit requirement for Work 
Experience. 

 2006 Recruitment of new faculty conducted to expand faculty pool for workshop 
facilitators and adjunct advisor faculty.   

 2004 Manager position eliminated from the Work Experience program due to budget 
issues. Program is run by a Work Experience Coordinator. At some point later (2009?), 
Faculty functions were added to the position (and later removed). 

 2003 Proposed curriculum further revised to create dedicated labs for General and 
Occupational Cooperative Work Experience. 

 2002 Program curriculum revised to designate General and Occupational categories for 
Cooperative Work Experience. 

 2001 District Plan written, revised by program coordinator and approved by Board of 
Trustees. 

 2000 Program curriculum revised to include classes with designated labs. 

 1999 Program expands to include all students on the North County and South County 
campuses.  

 1975–1998 Program offered to Cuesta College, primarily to CalWORKS students on the 
San Luis Obispo campus. 

 1975 First District Plan written and approved by the Board of Trustees. 
              

B. Program Objectives:  Measurable statements about what this program will accomplish in support of 
the Program’s mission 
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 The primary objective of Cooperative Work Experience Education is to introduce and 
reinforce the skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors that students need to function 
effectively and progress on the job. The Cooperative Work Experience program at Cuesta 
College is a partnership between the Business Community, participating students and the 
Cuesta College Cooperative Work Experience program. Students use their working 
environment as a learning station to advance their productivity and skills at their jobs and 
increase their connection with their employers.  

C. Program Outcomes:  List the student learning outcomes established for your program 
At the end of the course/program, the Student should be able to: 
1. Analyze and identify personal/individual workplace learning opportunities and develop goals 

(learning objectives) to include new or expanded transferable general and/or 
occupational/career workplace skills, knowledge, attitudes, behaviors, and/or 
responsibilities. 

2.  Demonstrate application and improvement of new or expanded personal/individual 
transferable general and/or occupational/career workplace skills, knowledge, attitudes and 
behaviors in the work environment. 

3. Demonstrate critical thinking, time management, communication skills, use of basic 
technologies, organization, accountability, and the ability to follow instructions and apply 
information, in ways appropriate to the course. (Note, SLO # 3 was added after the last SLO 
Assessment). 

 
II. PROGRAM SUPPORT OF INSTITUTIONAL GOALS AND INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES  

A. Identify how your program addresses or helps the district to achieve its institutional 
goals, objectives, and/or operational planning initiatives.  Please refer back to the Planning 
Documents section of this document. 
1. San Luis Obispo County Community College District will enhance its programs and services to 
promote students’ successful completion of transfer requirements, degrees, certificates, and courses. 
In addition to the primary objective of improving student’s employability skills, Work Experience is often 
utilized to: 

 Help students meet their overall transfer units by earning transferable elective units 
(Occupational Work Experience courses) 

 Meet various program certificate and degree requirements for work 
experience/internships/field experience. 

 Meet internship requirements if other Internship classes are not available. 

 Help the student improve their overall GPA (which is instrumental in meeting transfer 
requirements). 
 

2. San Luis Obispo County Community College District will build a sustainable base of 
enrollment by effectively responding to the needs of its local service area. Work Experience 
supports this institutional goal as the program helps retain students. It’s a course that allows a 
student to maintain required minimum units and can help them stay a student even when they 
may not be able to take a larger course load any given semester.  Once student learn about the 
program, it attracts a diversity of students:  first time students, re-entry students, transfer 
students, and more. With increasing costs, WEXP also offers a course with exceeding low costs: 
no text books, materials are made available online, requires limited printing and travel for class 
purposes.  
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3. San Luis Obispo County Community College District will assess and improve the quality and 
effectiveness of its participatory governance and decision‐making structures and processes. 
N/A 
 
4. San Luis Obispo County Community College District will implement, assess, and improve its 
integrated planning processes. The program will continue to take the planning process seriously 
and be a strong participant and advocate of real program improvement. 
  
5. San Luis Obispo County Community College District will strengthen its partnerships with 

local educational institutions, civic organizations, businesses, and industries. This is an 
integral part of the Cooperative Work Experience program as our Students work, intern and 
volunteer in a wide variety of businesses, schools, government and social service agencies, 
non-profit organizations, and other institutions. Our Faculty Advisors meet with the 
student’s employer/supervisor at the student’s job site. In addition to discussing the 
student’s learning objectives the employer has the opportunity to learn more about the 
Work Experience program and other Cuesta College programs and services. Many of the 
employers have not had much or any direct contact with Cuesta College prior to 
participating in our program and for many, this is the first time they have learned about 
Cooperative Work Experience. 
The Cooperative Work Experience program partners with a wide variety of local businesses, 
government and social services agencies, and non-profit organizations. Workplace 
supervisors collaborate with their student-workers to identify skills, knowledge, attitudes 
and behaviors that increase and/or improve employability, promote-ability and job 
sustainability. Each semester students report that their work  experience has help them keep 
a job during layoffs, and has led to job promotions or job offers (for interns and volunteers). 
For some of our students, Work Experience is the first class they take at Cuesta- perhaps as a 
high school student taking the course as part of concurrent enrollment, a re-entry student 
easing into college, an employee who has been encouraged to go to school to improve skills, 
etc.   
Work Experience will move forward to specifically partner with local business sectors. 

 
III. PROGRAM DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENTS 

Program data is available on the SLOCCCD Institutional Research and Assessment website 

A. Data Summary – Relevant Comments and Analysis 

 Include enrollment, retention, success, FTES/FTEF, degree and certificate completion, ARCC 
data, and other pertinent information. The following represents a “trend analysis” rather than a 
comprehensive analysis and summary.  Due to an “association error” institutional data provided 
was significantly incomplete (missing all of WEXP 252L, the courses with the most sections and 
highest enrollment, plus no data for Fall 2010). Efforts are underway to try to resolve this issue. 
 Enrollment rates: Overall enrollment numbers have dropped in the past two years. 

There have been a number of contributing factors.  

 As campus-wide cuts have been made and there have been fewer students, Work 
Experience has a smaller pool of potential students from which to draw. 

 Work Experience Students must have a job, internship or volunteer position to 
participate in Work Experience. While the economy has been improving and the 

http://cuesta.edu/aboutcc/planning/research/
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unemployment rate has dropped recently, overall job availability is still lower than 
what it was several years ago. On a positive note, the college’s recent job fair had 
more employers actively seeking workers. 

 Work Experience is often taken for elective credits. The changes being implemented 
at the state level that affects total number of units a student may take with 
financial aid support, repeatability issues, and other related  factors may deter 
some students from taking as many elective credits which may contribute to fewer 
students or students taking fewer WEXP units. 

 Work Experience still suffers from a lack of student (and faculty/staff) awareness. 
Either the program is unknown or misunderstood and/or confused with other 
programs and service. The program webpage on the new Cuesta website and 
ongoing outreach efforts are making some progress on this issue. 

 While not part of this cycle’s institutional data, the following two issues related to 
Fall 12 and Spring 13 enrollment are significant and should be included: 
o Prior to the Fall 2012 semester, an error was made in how WEXP course 

offerings were posted on the course finder (banner). The two 2.5 unit courses 
and the one 3.5 unit course, which traditionally have the highest enrollment 
rates, were posted as variable units. When a student attempted to register 
for any of these courses, the student ended up in a .5 unit course. Despite 
efforts by various WED &CP personnel, it took more than five weeks to rectify 
the problem- it was not resolved until late Wednesday afternoon prior to 
registration closing on Friday morning. This most definitely impacted the 
overall enrollment as numerous students communicated with the Program 
Coordinator with many indicting they felt they had to select and enroll in 
courses other than WEXP  as they needed to be sure they would meet their 
minimum units. For each student that contacted the program Coordinator, it 
is safe to assume there were other students just moved on to other course to 
fill their schedules. 

o Throughout the process of program elimination, “Work 
Experience/Readiness” appeared on the list of potential and ultimate 
approved list of program eliminations. This list was well circulated within the 
college and also in the local media. Most faculty and staff and community 
members therefore assumed that Cooperative Work Experience was 
eliminated. No distinction was publically made or addressed. Internally, a 
new article was posted on the college’s website News link, and 
announcements were posted on myCuesta. The Program coordinator fielded 
many inquiries and comments related the perceived elimination of the 
program. 

Future issues regarding enrollment: 
 Working with existing CTE programs and Career Connections to enhance 

internship opportunities should have a positive impact on enrollment 
while strengthening our partnerships with area employers. 

 Creating discipline specific versions of Work Experience courses should 
have a positive impact on enrollment.  

o Fewer CTE programs from which to draw students may have a negative 
impact on enrollment. 
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 Fill rates: We do not have a classroom based program- there are no real classroom 
“seat” limitations regardless of class caps. We not need to meet a fill rate to justify 
faculty wages as Faculty advisors are paid only for the students that they are assigned 
to work with during the semester. Consequently, course caps are set at artificial 
numbers. This is so that we may accommodate a number of students in a variety of 
units without having to issue add codes or use a waitlist if any one section were to fill (if 
set at a low number). While this makes it easier for students to enroll in the course for 
the units of their choice, it also means that fill rates are not a viable tool in determining 
if a “class” should be cancelled due to “low” enrollment, nor does it clearly reflect 
efficiency. Class caps were much lower in 2008-09 and then were raised for 2019-10. 
This explains the significant difference in fill rates according to institutional data. 

The only 100% fill rates within the Cooperative Work Experience program is for the 
course offered in combination with the Summer Bridge program as enrollment in 
WEXP is required in the Bridge program.   

 Retention & Success (based on incomplete data):  

 What is not apparent in the (incomplete) institutional data is the fact that the vast 
majority of students that complete the course with a grade (other than a “W”), 
earn an A. There are a number of graded components to the course and the 
process and goal is for the student to be successful.  

 Numbers do reflect significant retention and success Program improvements and 
better adherence to Title 5 regulations have significantly enhanced the educational 
value of the program to participants (students and employers). These changes has 
also contributed to a number of drops- most of which fall into the “drop with a W” 
period. The nature of the program is such that a number of students will not have 
completed the mandatory orientation until after the initial drop without a “W” 
period.   

 Some students enroll only to learn that they must have a job, internship or volunteer 
position in order to participate and they do not qualify for participation. Changes to 
the course description should improve this situation. Some students find they are 
not actually eligible for Occupational Work Experience which is the CSU 
transferable elective, and therefore decide not to take the course. Changes to the 
course description should improve this situation. 

 Some students find they are not actually eligible for Occupational Work Experience 
which is the CSU transferable elective, and therefore decide not to take the course. 
Changes to the course description should improve this situation. 

 Increased rigor within the program has discouraged some students from continuing 
the course as they realize they will be required to do more than they anticipated. 
We continue to do outreach to students, faculty and staff to educate them to the 
changes in the program so over time this should be less of a negative impact and 
may eventually help increase enrollment. 

 Students must complete specific forms and activities by specific deadlines in order to 
stay enrolled in the course. Several of these require their supervisor’s participation. 
If their supervisor is unwilling or unable to comply, the student is not eligible to 
continue in the course. The deadlines are set up to encourage a timely succession 
of steps and progress. When the student misses major and/or multiple deadlines, it 
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is likely they will not pass the course and may be dropped prior to the drop with a 
W date. 

 If a student’s employment end prematurely and they do not have the opportunity to 
complete key course requirements (and subject to Title 5 requirements), they must 
be dropped from the course. 

 FTES/FTEF: (based on incomplete data) FTES were dramatically higher in 2011-12 
than any other year in the five four year review- despite lower enrollment. A small part 
may be due to the students registering for higher level of units but the figure is likely 
higher due to a change in how FTES are calculated (different formula than most other 
courses). Also, the FTE number may not be accurate as it appears that one course (with 
several sections each F/S) was not included in the data.  There are no figures for 
FTES2FTEF as there are no “loads” for faculty. Faculty Advisors are paid a stipend per 
student instead. 

 Degree and certificate completion: N/A, Cooperative Work Experience does not have 
a certificate or degree.  

o Response to specific ARCC data 
o Response to site specific data: Enrollment in Work Experience is not site specific. 

Students residing and working throughout the county may enroll in the program. 
Orientations and meetings with are arranged at both the SLO and NC campuses as 
needed. Job site visits are conducted throughout the county. The number of students 
attending and working only in the south county area is not significant, and therefore can 
be more effectively served at the SLO campus. 

B. Offer interpretations of data, and identify areas for change to facilitate program quality  
and growth:   
FTES target: we have been directed to increase our enrollment and therefore FTES. The last 
number discussed was a goal of 125 student per semester. If we increase our FTES, we should 
generate more apportionment for the college and should be able to increase our budget in a 
reasonable way that would support program quality. Some strategies include: 

o Better cooperation and collaboration with specific CTE disciplines and the development of 
discipline specific curriculum is likely to draw new students to WEXP. This should also make it more 
readily accessible to students seeking classes in their major on the online course finder. 

o Tentative .5 unit companion course (advisory, not required). This would provide another 
opportunity for students to tie classroom content directly to the workplace while building 
FTES.  

o Internships: Increase collaboration with faculty, community employers and Career 
Connections to connect more students with meaningful internship opportunities with local 
employers. One step towards this is to connect WED&CP with the Business program’s 
Advisory Committee, a process which in now in the planning stages.  

o In order to have the capacity for more students in the program, there must be an adequate 
number of Faculty Advisors. A more reasonable stipend should help draw new Advisors and 
help retain existing Advisors. (see Staffing Projections earlier in this section and see 2013-14 
CPPR Section V., E.) 

o Promotion and outreach internally to faculty, staff, students and employers: 
 Set up more one-on-one meetings with faculty in targeted programs 
 Attend CTE Advisory meetings 
 Continue to present in classes 
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 Create on online presentation for individuals or groups to use (subject to time) 
 Create a Facebook page (subject to time) 
 Offer to present/participate at employer events 

 While it may cause a small drop in overall enrollment, consider nine -week section 
scheduling as number are very low and set and management takes up a minimum of 
Coordinator and Support Staff regardless of total enrollment. That time could then be better 
spent in working to recruit and retain other student in the full-semester course. 

 Look into registration options such as variable units as a way to reduce sections and 
confusion over sections. We must also consider workload impact to A&R and banner 
options/limitation.  

 Program Quality issue: develop Faculty Advisor handbook and “readiness” criteria. 
Readiness criteria will be easier to implement if we have a reasonable stipend for faculty 
advisors. 

C. Describe program efforts to improve graduation rates, transfer rates and/or certificate completion. 
Participation in Work Experience allows students to take additional units they might not be able to 
handle during any given semester. Since the bulk of the coursework is conducted at the work site, 
students may earn units needed for certificates, degrees and for transfer purposes (occupational 
sections only for transfer) without creating an unsustainable load of class and homework hours. The 
program strives to reach students through on-campus outreach- from sign boards, posters, myCuesta 
announcements, class-room presentations, etc.  

 
IV. CURRICULUM REVIEW 

A. List all courses that have been created, updated, modified, or eliminated (and approved by the 
Curriculum Committee) since the last CPPR. 

 WEXP 151, 252, 250 and 250L have been discontinued. The non-“L” courses were 
originally designed to provide credit for a series of 3 hour workshops only available to WEXP 
students. The two workshop requirement was replaced by the requirement to take one 9-
hour Business Education workshop (Customer Service Program, BUS 170-183). WEXP 250 
and 250L were discontinued as they were redundant to WEXP 252L. 

  WEXP 151L, 252L are in the process of undergoing a major revision (see comments at 
the end of IV, B.) 

 A new service learning version of work experience is in development (but not yet in 
CurricUNET). The structure will be basically the same as existing Work Experience courses in 
order to preserve the policies and procedures required for Cooperative Work Experience. The 
primary distinction will be the requirement for students to volunteer with approved non-
profit, not-for-profit organizations, and government and social service agencies. 

B. Provide evidence that the curriculum (including course delivery modalities) has been carefully 
reviewed during the past five years for currency in teaching practices, compliance with current 
policies, standards, regulations and advisory committee input.  Include evidence that the 
following entries on the course outline of record (CurricUNET format) are appropriate and 
complete:  

The curriculum has been reviewed and is in the process of being revised. The curriculum is 
largely based on Title 5 requirements and language. CurricUNET will show that revisions are in 
progress. 
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 Course description: in process of being revised 

 Pre-requisites/co-requisites in process of being revised, co-requisite will likely be eliminated. 
The Business Division scheduling of the BUS 170-183 courses is no longer coordinated in a 
way that support WEXP students attendance. Additionally, while most WEXP students that 
complete one or more WEXP courses report that the course are valuable, other students 
have indicated that their school and work schedule make attending a full-day class difficult 
and some have dropped or chosen not to take WEXP because of this co-requisite. 

 Topics and scope; in process of being revised 

 Course objectives in process of being revised 

 Alignment of topics and scopes in process of being revised 

 Textbooks: N/A 

 CSU/IGETC transfer and AA GE information in process of being updated for CSU transfer- 
applicable to WEXP 252L only. 

 Degree and Certificate information: There is no certificate or degree offered in Work 
Experience. These are stand alone courses. The courses are included in certificates and 
degrees in other programs, primarily in the CTE disciplines.   

Include a calendar of a five-year cycle during which all aspects of the course outline of record 
and program curriculum, including the list above, will be reviewed for currency, quality, and 
appropriate CurricUNET format. 

2013-2014: Major revisions incorporating the information above (and other changes 
encouraged by Title 5 changes and required to comply with our District Plan) for WEXP 151L and 
WEXP 252L are currently in progress in CurricUNET. The Coordinator has done extensive 
program research and comparison via resources and information provided through professional 
organizations and subsequent contacts. Most notable: Tri-Regional Work Experience/Internship 
Educators (supported via CCC Chancellor’s Office) and CIWEA (California Internship and Work 
Experience Association (includes educators and industry employers). 

Recent revisions of Title 5 related to, repeatability, apportionment, and Work Experience are in 
being reviewed at the State level as due to contradictory language in several sections. The 
outcome of this review will need to be incorporated into the official curriculum of record. 

 
V. PROGRAM OUTCOMES, ASSESSMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS NARRATIVE 

A. Summarize assessment results for program-level Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs).  

 SLO 1: 100% of students produced satisfactory Learning Objectives (required to continue 
participation in the course). 

 SLO 2: Over 93% of the students in the assessment sample made satisfactory or better 
progress and/or accomplishment of their personal/individual work-place learning objectives. 
Seven students did not complete the final assignments, nor turn in the required Employer 
Evaluation. Failure to submit a Time Sheet, Employer Evaluation and/or Reflection Essay 
results in a failing grade for the course.  

B. Include a SLO map that indicates how course-level SLOs connect to program-level SLOs.  

 The three Program and Course level outcomes are essentially the same. The “program” 
currently consists of two types of cooperative work experience: General and Occupational. 
The only difference between WEXP 151L-General and 252L-Occupational is the general or 
occupational skills focus. 
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C. Describe improvement efforts that have resulted from SLO assessment: 

 Improved communication at the orientation combined with improved resource materials 
and a required follow-up appointment appears to have resulted in higher quality of student 
produced workplace goals/Learning Objectives (LOs). Assessment planned for the end of the 
current semester (Spring 2013) will verify the degree of accuracy of this statement. 

 Grading criteria for both Learning Objectives and Course Competencies better communicates 
and quantifies expectations of the students and provides improved grading consistency 
among Faculty. The results should then provide more useful and realistic data to assess, 
which will better drive program/course improvement. 

 The Coordinator has discussed with most of the Faculty Advisors how to better address and 
refine the Student’s individual/personal workplace goals/learning objectives with the 
Student and Supervisor at Job Site Visit. 

D. Describe ongoing and future planned improvements based on SLO assessment. 

 To facilitate a higher quality of student produced workplace goals/Learning Objectives 
(LOs), improved communication at the orientation, provide more examples of quality LOs, 
and discussion with faculty regarding the related SLOs need to be implemented.   

 Develop and provide more examples of workplace goals/learning objectives to assist 
students and their supervisors with the development  of the students’ individual/personal 
goals- this should allow for a more clearly defined, achievable and measurable plan of 
action and should help the evaluation process provide more meaningful feedback for the 
student. 

 Simplify the Evaluation form (completed by the employer) - consider creating a bubble form 
for a portion of the evaluation that could be read and tabulated electronically.  

E. Recommend changes and updates to program funding based on assessment of SLOs 

 For funding requests complete the applicable Unit Plan Funding Request Worksheet:  
o The most significant fiscal issue for Cooperative Work Experience is amount of the Faculty 

Advisory stipend. The stipend amount is $75 per student (for those that actually complete 
the course). As far as anyone can attest, the stipend probably has not changed or 
increased since the program’s inception in 1975. The stipend is same regardless of the 
number of units a student enrolls in. This is problematic as $75 per student is insufficient 
compensation in light of the minimum time commitment required of the faculty advisor 
(advisor meets with the student, and the work supervisor, grades assignments and 
provides feedback, and has to drive at their own expense to the student work site). The 
faculty advisor earns only $50 should the student drop after the Job Site Visit but before 
the drop with a “W” date. The low compensation is a significant discouragement to more 
than minimum required faculty involvement.  
It would enhance program quality if students had more contact with the faculty advisor 
as the number of unit increases (up to 4) in a given semester. This would encourage more 
substantive time and discussion related to the Student’s individual Student Learning 
Objectives which are the focus of the course and program level SLOs. A revised stipend 
schedule is recommended to address both of these issues.  

                   A tentative Cooperative Work Experience faculty advisor stipend schedule might be: 
 5. to 1 unit  =      $125* 
 2 units =              $150 
 3-4 units =           $175 
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*Students enrolled in .5 to 1 units are required to complete the same number of 
learning objectives and other course work (only the required work hours are 
different). Faculty duties, therefore, are the same as well. 

o Money for curriculum development, including the inclusion of SLOs, continues to be an 
issue as the program is staffed by Coordinator which is a classified position and the 
budget for the program is insufficient to provide funding for faculty work. The program 
will apply for VTEA/Perkins funds as a possible source of funding.  

o Conference funds are utilized to help the Coordinator keep up with the significant 
changes coming via the Chancellor’s office, Title Five, labor and employment stats and 
issues (and to sort out fact from rumor), stay abreast of best practices, innovative 
programs, ideas for keeping abreast of technology options and impact to the program, 
how to be more efficient (especially in the  tight budget situations most 
programs/colleges are dealing with), how to adapt to the diversity of students we serve, 
and much more. 

 

 For faculty hiring needs, attach Section H – Faculty Prioritization Process: N/A for Full-time 
faculty.  
o See current APPW, Section VI related to Staffing Projection for Faculty Advisors, 

Coordinator role, Secretarial support 
 

 
VI. STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES/ASSESSMENTS  

Attach Course and Program Assessment Summary (CPAS) form for each course in the program. 
Note:  Before attaching CPAS documents, faculty will remove raw data results of course-level and 
program-level SLO assessments, which should remain only with program faculty. In other words, 
faculty may summarize data results rather that providing the data or exact figures. See attached. 

 
VII. END NOTES (If Applicable) 

If applicable, you may attach additional documents or information, such as assessment forms, 
awards, letters, samples, lists of students working in the field, etc. 
One of the most rewarding aspects of the program is reading the students’ Reflection Essays, 
talking with them at the final meeting and finding out what they really learned. Many students 
share stories that highlight unexpected benefits and outcomes: simply enjoying their work more, 
learning more about themselves,  better communication and rapport with co-workers and 
supervisors, stepping up to take on more responsibility, being promoted and/or earning a pay raise, 
being offered a job at the end of an internship, and much more. What often started out a just a way 
to earn more “easy” units ends up being a positive learning experience that does in fact, increase or 
improve their work skills. Even when the results are not as great or even disappointing, those 
students that did not achieve their goals often report having a better understanding of their role 
and take responsibility for their actions (or lack of action).  Employers will also add comments to the 
Evaluation form telling us they think this is a very worthwhile program and some  indicate they 
wished more (or all) of their employees had to take the course. 


